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ABSTRACT

The A/E analysis for the batch-4 detector V04199A retains (90.9 ± 0.9)% of the DEP

events containing a majority single-site nature that imitates neutrinoless double-beta

decay, while retaining (8.0 ± 0.2)%, (5.6 ± 0.1)%, and (6.5 ± 0.1)% of the Bi FEP, Tl SEP,

and Tl FEP events respectively which contain a majority multi-site nature that imitates

background events. The A/E analysis for the batch-5 detectors V05612A, V05612B, and

V05267A contains 1.83 times more background-like events, so a drift time analysis was

performed. The resultant drift time analysis shows characteristic inflated A/E tail regions

in the detector that are believed to be a result of 𝑝+ contact events and borehole events

found in simulation and modelling work by Seemab Haider. Analysis of the tail region

waveforms supported this with a characteristic increase in current at the start of the

waveforms due to the increased current due to charge carrier effects from 𝑝+ contact

events, and for the low drift time tails a result of both 𝑝+ contact events and borehole

events.Time-point distributions of the waveforms were then analysed to find at what times

the average waveforms from the low A/E spread regions differ to that from the inflated

A/E tail regions, in order to re-calibrate the inflated A/E values along the tail due to

charge carrier effects. It was found from the time-point analysis that the ’single-tail’

detectors (V05612A and V052687A) possess a high A/E standard deviation that doesn’t

allow for a simple re-calibration of shifting the A/E values.
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REPORT

1. INTRODUCTION

Neutrinos were discovered in 1956 [1] and are one of the fundamental particles of

the standard model, which were later discovered to possess and oscillate between three

flavours; electron, muon [2], and tau [3]. The phenomenon in which neutrinos can change

flavour is known as neutrino oscillation theory [4]. Neutrino oscillation theory has been

pivotal in advancing our understanding of neutrinos; proving that neutrinos have mass;

however it only allows us to find the difference of the mass squared for each neutrino

eigenstate. In addition to this, neutrino oscillations also imply that the flavour lepton

number is not conserved, as a neutrino can oscillate between these three flavours while

propagating through space. By probing neutrinos physics and therefore the discovery

of neutrino oscillations, there has been new evidence for physics beyond the standard

model. However, to further probe into neutrino physics, we must first understand whether

neutrinos are Dirac [5][6] or Majorana [7] fermions. Dirac fermions are spin-1/2, non-zero

mass particles that have an identical anti-particle, but with opposite electric charge.

A Majorana fermion is a fermion that is its own antiparticle. All the fermions in the

standard model, bar neutrinos, are of Dirac nature. The mass term for both Dirac

and Majorana neutrinos differ and therefore discovering whether neutrinos are Dirac

or Majorana fermions is pivotal in improving our understanding of the standard model.

Furthermore, there are theories such as the seesaw mechanism [8] that require neutrinos to

be Majorana particles. The seesaw mechanism is a model used to describe why neutrino

masses are much smaller than the other fermions in the standard model. This is because

the Yukawa coupling of fermions such as the top quark (𝑚𝑡 = 172.76 ± 0.30 GeV [9]) to

the Higgs field gives a value of approximately one, while if you assume that neutrino

masses are also associated with the Higgs field, you obtain values of the Yukawa coupling

to the order of ≲ 10−12 [10]. This low Yukawa coupling compared to the other fermions

suggests that there is another mechanism that generates the neutrino masses different
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Background

to how other fermion masses are generated. This motivates the search for the Majorana

nature of neutrinos, where one of the most feasible methods of determining this, is to

probe neutrinoless double-beta decay (0a𝛽𝛽) [11].

The following background consists of information regarding the consequence of

neutrinos being majorana fermions; neutrinoless double-beta decay (0a𝛽𝛽) (2.1);

germanium detectors (2.2), how neutrinoless double-beta decay is detected (2.3), and

the current design of the LEGEND experiment (2.4).

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Neutrinoless double-beta decay (0a𝛽𝛽)

talk about how Majorana mass term (infamous Helicity flip)

Two-neutrino double beta decay [12] is a type of radioactive decay by which the

charge of the parent nucleus decreases by two via an emission of a pair of electrons and

anti-electron neutrinos, where the two original neutrons in the parent nucleus transmute

into a pair of protons. This decay mode is only possible for nuclei with an even number

of neutrons and protons where single-beta decay is heavily suppressed, and is shown by:

𝐴
𝑍𝑋 −→𝐴

𝑍+2 𝑌 + 2𝑒− + 2ā𝑒 (1)

Where 𝑋 and 𝑌 are the initial and final nuclear species respectively. If neutrinos are

Majorana particles, then it is possible for this double beta decay event to occur without

emission of a pair of neutrinos. This is called neutrinoless double-beta decay (0a𝛽𝛽):

𝐴
𝑍𝑋 −→𝐴

𝑍+2 𝑌 + 2𝑒− (2)

As can be seen above the neutrinoless double-beta decay event violates lepton number

by two units, and is therefore forbidden by standard electroweak theory. As neutrinoless

double-beta decay is a lepton violating decay, the discovery of this event could explain

the matter-antimatter asymmetry in our universe via theories such as leptogenesis [13].

Neutrinoless double-beta decay is allowed as the anti-neutrino pairs can annihilate during

creation, leaving just a pair of electrons to be emitted, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Where a𝑀 refers to the Majorana neutrino. This decay mode is distinguishable from

two-neutrino double beta decay due to the energy of the emitted electrons. In two-neutrino

double beta decay the electrons have a reduced kinetic energy due to the shared total
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram of a neutrinoless double-beta (0a𝛽𝛽) decay. This event is
only possible if neutrinos are Majorana fermions.

kinetic energy with the emitted neutrinos, however, in neutrinoless double-beta decay the

electrons have the maximum available kinetic energy. This results in a mono-energetic

peak at value 𝑄𝛽𝛽 = 2039 keV, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A Monte-Carlo pseudo-dataset of LEGEND-1000, generated for the full
background model, 10 t yr of exposure, showcasing the electron spectra of
both two-neutrino double beta decay (2a𝛽𝛽) and neutrinoless double beta
decay (0a𝛽𝛽) with respective half life values of 1028 years and 1021 years.
The left graph shows the number of observed counts and the right graph
shows the observed counts normalised to exposure. The uncertainty on the
overall background model is covered by the yellow band. From Ref. [14]

The half life of the neutrinoless double-beta decay process can be calculated by using

[15]:

(𝑇0a
1/2 )

−1 = 𝐺0a |ℳ |2𝑚2
𝛽𝛽 (3)
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Where 𝐺0a is the phase space factor, ℳ the nuclear matrix element, and 𝑚𝛽𝛽 the

effective Majorana neutrino mass in neutrinoless double-beta decay (𝑚𝛽𝛽). By measuring

a value for the half life of neutrinoless double beta decay, you obtain a lower limit for the

effective Majorana neutrino mass, which is defined by:

𝑚𝛽𝛽 =

����� 3∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑈2
𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑖

����� (4)

Where 𝑈𝑒𝑖 are the neutrino mixing matrix elements and 𝑚𝑖 the neutrino mass

eigenvalues. If the effective Majorana neutrino mass is measured, 𝑚𝛽𝛽, it would be

possible to disclose the ordering of the neutrino mass eigenstates as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Parameter space for 𝑚𝛽𝛽 as a function of the lightest neutrino mass 𝑚𝑙

for both normal (red, 𝑚light = 𝑚1) and inverted (green, 𝑚light = 𝑚3) mass
ordering, with the yellow region showing the overlap. The blue horizontal
band shows the upper limits of 𝑚𝛽𝛽 obtained by GERDA [16], with the
grey band combining the upper limits from all leading experiments in the
field. From Ref. [17]

2.2. Germanium Detectors

Talk about background challenge

Germanium detectors have been at the foundation of nuclear spectroscopy for more

than half a century. Germanium (76Ge) detectors are useful in detecting double-beta decay

due to the nuclei having an even number of neutrons and protons, whereby single-beta

decay is suppressed and double-beta decay can occur. Germanium detectors also exhibit

a high energy resolution, which is useful in this case as examining energy peaks is the

only viable method for the discovery of neutrinoless double-beta decay. In addition to

this, germanium detectors also act as a time projection chamber, which utilises electric
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and magnetic fields for particle trajectory reconstruction, which will aid in discriminating

between neutrinoless double-beta decay signals and background signals later discussed

in section 2.3. Moreover, the crystal growth process leads to extremely pure detectors,

resulting in exceptionally low amounts of uranium and thorium contamination and

detectors enriched with up to 90% germanium-76, which can then be converted into

high purity germanium (HPGe) detectors. Furthermore, no known background sources

originating from the germanium detectors produce an energy peak in the vicinity of 𝑄𝛽𝛽,

adding no complications towards the event discrimination process. Germanium detectors

have had a wide usage in previous neutrinoless double-beta decay experiments, most

notably in both the GERDA [16] and MAJORANA [18] collaborations as shown in Figure

2.6.

Figure 2.4: Detectors from the MAJORANA, GERDA and LEGEND collaborations
(from left to right) respectively. The above plot shows the weighting field
(𝐸𝜔) for the cross section of each of the respective detectors from each
collaboration. The thick black and gray lines represent the p+ and n−

electrodes respectively. The yellow points are example points of energy
deposition, where the white lines show the trajectories of the holes and
electrons to the p+ and n− electrodes respectively. From Ref. [19]

The detectors used in MAJORANA [18] and GERDA [16] (P-type point contact (PPC)

[20] and broad energy germanium (BEGe) [21] detectors respectively) were limited to 1 kg

due to the electrode geometry. However, in an effort to increase the mass, research has led

to new geometries such as the inverted coaxial point-contact (ICPC) detector [22] which

is to be used in LEGEND. This increase in mass and size comes at a cost, which leads to

an increase in time needed for the charge carriers to collect at each respective electrode,

however by increasing the mass of each detector; therefore decreasing the overall number

of detectors needed; the number of cables and detector support materials that provide

background are all reduced. Moreover, there is an additional reduction in background

from surface events due to the ICPC detectors having a smaller surface to volume ratio.
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2.3. Detecting 0a𝛽𝛽 decay

When a germanium-76 (76Ge) nuclei in the detector undergoes neutrinoless double-

beta decay, it will emit a pair of electrons that will be absorbed, causing a point-like

energy deposition that creates a large cluster of holes and electrons. As mentioned above,

the detectors are ideally enriched with up to 90% germanium-76 such that the electrons

are absorbed within the order of a few millimetres away from the initial neutrinoless

double-beta decay event within the detector. The resultant holes and electrons will

then drift along the electric field lines towards the respective p+ and n− electrodes along

the surface of the germanium detector. The motion of these charge carriers will induce

a current on the respective electrodes that can then be read as a signal using charge

sensitive amplifiers [19]. Analysing the time structure of the read-out signal allows you to

obtain information on the topology of the event, such as how many events occurred and

where they happened along the detector. However, in order to access this information an

accurate model of each individual detector would have to be made as the time structure of

the read-out signal is dependant on the geometry of the detectors and the electrode scheme.

It is important to note that surface events from external alpha and beta particles, and

background gamma rays that penetrate the detector can also cause an energy deposition

that will induce a signal. Therefore by utilising the topology of the signals, it is possible

to differentiate between single-site event signals, such as a neutrinoless double-beta decay

event, and multiple site event signals such as the Compton scattering of gamma rays in

the germanium detector.

This is achieved via a pulse shape analysis (PSA), where specific features of the

read-out signals time structure allows for discrimination between neutrinoless double-beta

decay signals and background-like signals. The type of pulse shape analysis used in

LEGEND will be the A/E method [21], which was used in the GERDA collaboration.

The A/E method uses the maximum value of the current signal (𝐴) normalised by the

deposited energy (𝐸), where the deposited energy is proportional to the area under the

signal. Single-site events will produce one peak with a maximum amplitude, 𝐴, as shown

in Figure 2.5a. However, multi-site events will produce a signal that is a superposition of

each of the smaller cluster of charge carriers; that arrive at different times; resulting in a

multiple peak signal as shown in Figure 2.5b. This results in a lower A/E ratio for the

multi-site events, which allows discrimination between single- and multi-site events.

In order to calibrate the event discrimination, a Th-228 source is utilised; used in

both MAJORANA [24] and GERDA [25]; as it provides both single- and multi-site events

9
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(a) A single-site event that acts as a proxy
neutrinoless double-beta decay event. The
single-site event contains a singular sharp
current peak with a rapid accumulation of
charge.

(b) A multi-site event that represents a
background-like event such as Compton
scattering of gamma rays. This produces
a multiple peak signal that has lower values
for the maximum current, 𝐴, compared to
the single-site peak.

Figure 2.5: Showcasing Monte Carlo simulations of both single- and multi-site event
types (from top to bottom respectively). The orange and blue lines in the
graphs represent the current and the accumulation of charge respectively,
and the dashed orange line is an example acceptance window. From Ref.
[23].
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within the detector. The Thorium-228 atom decays via a series of 𝛼 and 𝛽− decays to

Tl-208. The daughter nuclei in this decay chain emits a wide range of gamma and x-rays

with energies ranging from 100 keV to 2.6 MeV that can be used for calibration. However,

it is the 2615 keV gamma ray line from Tl-208 that becomes useful in replicating events

around 𝑄𝛽𝛽. The emitted gamma rays from Tl-208 can undergo pair production in the

detector, resulting in an electron-positron pair. When the positron annihilates, it will

emit two 511 keV photons. If both of these photons are absorbed, the energies sum up to

that of the electron, resulting in a full energy peak (FEP) at 2.6 MeV. If one photon is

absorbed and the other escapes, its results in a (2.6 − 0.511) MeV peak, classified as a

single escape peak (SEP). However, if none of the photons are absorbed then there is a

resultant peak at 1.592 MeV which consists of an electron-positron single-site event that

resembles the physics of neutrinoless double-beta decay; this is known as a double escape

peak (DEP) [19].

2.4. Design of LEGEND

The Large Enriched Germanium Experiment for Neutrinoless double beta Decay

(LEGEND) aims to probe neutrinoless double beta decay of Ge-76 using enriched high

purity germanium (HPGe) detectors [22] bathed in liquid argon that is used as an active

shield. LEGEND is split into two experiments; LEGEND-200 and LEGEND-1000, which

will house 200 kg and 1000 kg of Germanium detectors respectively. This will initially start

with LEGEND-200 that uses 70 kg of enriched detectors from GERDA and MAJORANA,

with an additional 130 kg of the new ICPC detectors housed in the GERDA infrastructure

at LNGS. LEGEND-200 will start data taking around early 2022 and will run for 5 years

aiming to obtain a reduction in background by a factor of 2.5 with respect to GERDA,

and to achieve a half-life sensitivity of 1026 yr (𝑚𝛽𝛽 ∼ 10−1 eV) for neutrinoless double

beta decay. LEGEND-1000 utilises five LEGEND-200 modules with further improvements

and aims to achieve a half-life sensitivity of 1027 yr (𝑚𝛽𝛽 ∼ 9−21 meV) and an additional

20-fold background reduction in 10 years of live time. Due to the 𝑚𝛽𝛽 measuring sensitivity

of LEGEND-1000, it would be possible to resolve the mass ordering for the neutrino mass

eigenstates as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.6: Left: LEGEND-200 germanium detectors mounted in strings and surrounded
by optical fibers that are used to detect the LAr scintillation light. Right:
Detector systems positioned in the center of a liquid argon (LAr) cryostat
equipped with wavelength-shifting reflectors. The cryostat is placed in a
water tank instrumented with photomultipliers and used as a Cherenkov
muon detector. From Ref. [14]
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3. A/E

The following section will detail the A/E analysis performed on detector ’V04199A’.

The code that contains the backbone of the A/E analysis was provided by George Marshall.

The below plot shows the overall distribution of the A/E values for the energy range of a

energy band from (1085 − 1115) keV.

(a) Unbinned histogram of A/E fit for (1085−1115) keV energy
band.

(b) Unbinned histogram of A/E residual fit for (1085 − 1115)
keV energy band.

Figure 3.1: A/E fit for (1085 − 1115) keV energy band. Where the A/E distribution
is modelled by a total PDF formed by a Gaussian PDF and a tail PDF
representing single-site and multi-site events respectively.

Where in Figure 3.1 the total PDF is split into two separate distributions representing

the respective single-site and multi-site events.

The A/E analysis will determine a minimum A/E cut to remove multi-site events

represented by the tail PDF for the entire energy spectra shown in Figure 3.2 while also

13
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retaining a minimum of 90% of the DEP single-site events.

Figure 3.2: Shows energy spectra of Th-228 calibration data for detector ’V04199A’ with
the analysis energy band used to form Figures 3.1a and 3.1b. In addition
showing regions of interest in order to determine the success for the A/E
analysis.

Where Figure 3.2 also showcases the regions of interest which contain multiple DEP,

SEP, and FEP sites. We would expect the A/E analysis to retain most DEP single-site

events that resemble neutrinoless double-beta decay, while the other SEP and FEP regions

to be eliminated as they contain a majority of multi-site events that resemble background.

However, there are added complications to this as the average A/E value is not

constant for varying energy bands as shown in Figure 3.3.

Where it can be seen in Figure 3.3 that the median A/E decreases with an increase in

energy. This relationship can then be plotted and fit to show the exact relation between

the median A/E with the energy as shown in Figure 3.4, and this can then be used to

build a classifier.

Where a linear model of the following:

𝑦𝐴𝑜𝐸 = 𝑎𝐸 + 𝑏 (5)

is used to model the A/E distribution medians against energy from Figure 3.4a. Where

𝐸 is the energy deposition of the events, 𝑦𝐴𝑜𝐸 the A/E distribution median values, and

𝑎, 𝑏 are constants which were calculated to be equal to −1.4 × 10−6 and 0.9 respectively

for detector ’V04199A’. A root mean square fit is also applied to the A/E distribution

14
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Figure 3.3: A/E distributions for range of 20 keV energy bands from 940 - 2290 keV.

standard deviation against energy from Figure 3.4b, with the following form:

𝜎𝐴𝑜𝐸 =

√︂
𝑓 + 𝑑

𝐸𝑐
(6)

Where 𝜎𝐴𝑜𝐸 is the A/E distribution standard deviation values and 𝑐, 𝑑, and 𝑓

constants to be determined, where values of 𝑐 = 7.4, 𝑑 = 196.4, and 𝑓 = 1.5 × 10−5 were

calculated. In GERDA a constant value of 𝑐 = 2 was used, however this value does not

suitably model all detectors for LEGEND. Both of the applied fits and parameters were

calculated using pythons curve_fit program.

The above fits and parameters are then used to build a classifier of the form:

(𝐴/𝐸) ′ =
𝑦𝐴𝑜𝐸
𝑎𝐸+𝑏 − 1

𝜎𝐴𝑜𝐸

(7)

Where (𝐴/𝐸) ′ are the classifier A/E values. The classifier centres the raw A/E values

to the fitted median from Figure 3.4a, which is equal to a value of (𝐴/𝐸) ′ = 0. This is

normalised by the standard deviation for a range of energies. This can be plotted as a 2D

histogram as shown in Figure 3.5.

Most single-site events can be identified as the densely populated region about

(𝐴/𝐸) ′ = 0 as this represents the median raw A/E values represented in the distribution

from Figure 3.3. The multi-site regions would mostly be located at lower raw A/E

values, which are represented by (𝐴/𝐸) ′ < 0. The above plot shows that the Tl FEP is

mostly dominated by single-site events as there is an extremely dense region centered

15
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(a) A/E distribution medians against energy. A linear fit is
applied to determine the A/E energy dependence with
values of 𝑎 = −1.4 × 10−6 and 𝑏 = 0.9 from Equation 5.

(b) A/E distribution standard deviation against energy. A
root mean square fit is applied to determine A/E standard
deviation energy dependence with values of 𝑐 = 7.4, 𝑑 =

196.4, and 𝑓 = 1.5 × 10−5 from Equation 6.

Figure 3.4: Raw A/E distribution mean and standard deviation against energy, with
with linear and root mean square fits respectively.

16
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Figure 3.5: 2D Histogram of classifier A/E-Energy plot. The red, magenta, and orange
lines identify the Tl-208 DEP, SEP, and FEP regions respectively.
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about (𝐴/𝐸) ′ = 0. The region above (𝐴/𝐸) ′ = 0 mostly consists of events near the 𝑝+

contact in the detectors, where additional effects from the electrons flowing away from

the contact increase the maximum current of the induced input signal on the charge

sensitive amplifiers opposite the 𝑝+ electrode, resulting in a higher A/E value. This effect

is dominant in events that occur close to the 𝑝+ electrode.

After the classifier has been built, the A/E cut can be applied. The A/E cut value is

defined to be the smallest A/E value for which at least 90% of the DEP events about

(1592 ± 10) keV survive. There is also and additional high sided cut defined to be one

sigma, this will cut events with the highest A/E values which will be dominated by 𝑝+

contact events. The aforementioned lower A/E cut is obtained by sweeping through A/E

values within the range −5 < (𝐴/𝐸) ′ < −0.5 in slices of 0.1 as shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Survival fraction of DEP events about (1592 ± 10) keV against classifier
A/E value. The orange line is a fourth order polynomial fit to the survival
fraction data.

A low A/E cut value can then be calculated using the fourth order polynomial fit,

where a value of (𝐴/𝐸) ′ = −2.03 is defined. The low A/E cut can then be applied to the

entire energy spectra and the survival fractions for points of interest can be calculated.

Where the survival fractions with energy bands of 20 keV width about some regions of

interest are:

18
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• Tl DEP (1592.5 ± 10 keV): (90.9 ± 0.9)%

• Bi FEP (1620.5 ± 10 keV): (8.0 ± 0.2)%

• Tl SEP (2103.53 ± 10 keV): (5.6 ± 0.1)%

• Tl FEP (2614 ± 10 keV): (6.5 ± 0.1)%

The survival fractions for the regions of interest above achieved from detector ’V04199A’

are then deemed to be acceptable as a majority of FEP and SEP events from both Tl

and Bi are cut due to the dominant multi-site nature, while the DEP retains a majority

of events due to the dominant single-site nature.

After the cuts have been performed, the classifier A/E-energy plot (Figure 3.5) can

be re-plotted:

Figure 3.7: Number of events throughout the energy spectrum pre- and post-A/E cut,
highlighting the FEP, SEP, and DEP regions of interest.

Where as well as an elimination of a majority of events from peaks with dominant

multi-site nature, there is also a strong removal of background events across the Compton

Continuum that result in a stronger and sharper double escape peak surrounded by

lower background, allowing an increased discovery potential for single-site events such as

neutrinoless double-beta decay.
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The bulk of this report will now focus on the application of the A/E algorithm to other

detectors to be used in LEGEND-200, and to optimise and improve the A/E algorithm

by testing new ideas. The three detectors that are to be focused on are the ’V05612A’,

’V05612B’, and ’V05267A’ batch-5 detectors. The number of events used from the Th-228

calibration data for detectors V05612A, V05612B, V05267A, and V04199A are 3, 169, 528,

2, 783, 396, 3, 010, 272, and 3, 778, 516 respectively. Where the lateral scan files used can

be located on the code in Appendix A.

Modelling the median A/E-energy dependence for both the raw A/E and standard

deviation allows you to obtain the following parameters for the detectors:

Table 3.1: Table of parameters used in modelling the median A/E-energy dependence
for both the raw A/E and standard deviation of the A/E distributions.
Corresponding plots can be found in Figures B1.1 to B1.3, B2.1 to B2.3, and
B3.1 to B3.3 for detectors V05612A, V05612B, and V05267A respectively.

Detectors
Parameters V05612A V05612B V05267A V04199A
𝑎 −4.0 × 10−6 −3.3 × 10−6 −1.9 × 10−6 −1.4 × 10−6

𝑏 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.9

𝑐 3.0 74.5 3.3 7.4

𝑑 10.0 828.8 0.6 196.4

𝑓 10.7 × 10−5 12.3 × 10−5 4.4 × 10−5 1.5 × 10−5

The raw A/E parameters for the detectors are performing normally with similar values

that model the data adequately, where the highest percentage residuals for V05612A,

V05612B, and V05267A are in the order of 0.15%, 0.2%, and 0.15% respectively. These

are more than double the percentage residual values calculated for detector V04199A,

where the highest is 0.075%, this will lead to a poorer representation of the median A/E in

the classifier plot. The median A/E-energy dependence also differs between the detectors,

with detector V05612A having more than double the linear dependence in energy to

V04199A.

• determine exact value of numbers referenced above and below.

However, there are big inconsistencies and problems in the modelling of the standard

deviation for the A/E distributions, which can be seen in Figures B1.3b, B2.3b, and B3.3b.

The square root model poorly models the standard deviation from the A/E distributions.

This is especially evident when comparing the model plots to that of detector V04199A.

In addition to this the uncertainties are much bigger with residual percentages of up to

30%, 30%, and 40% for detectors V05612A, V05612B, and V05267A respectively. The

percentage residuals for the batch-5 detectors are at least triple the percentage residuals
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(a) V04199A (b) V05612A

(c) V05612B (d) V05267A

Figure 3.8: 2D Histogram of classifier A/E-Energy plot for each of the analysed
detectors.

obtained for detector V04199A, meaning the root square mean fit is not properly and

effectively representing the data.

After determining the modelling parameters for the detectors, the classifiers can be

built and plotted.

Where it can be seen that the low (𝐴/𝐸) ′ distribution is more condensed for the

batch-5 detectors. This will lead to a lower percentage of multi-site events that dominate

the negative (𝐴/𝐸) ′ region being removed. In addition it can be seen that the newly

analysed detectors contain a more dense region of A/E values for (𝐴/𝐸) ′ > 0, which

will lead to more 𝑝+ contact events, where the current is increased due to charge carrier

effects.

Once the classifier plots have been completed, the survival fractions for the regions of

interest can be calculated for the detectors.

While detector V05612A retains the most DEP events, the survival fractions for the

SEP and FEP events on all the batch-5 detectors are on average 1.83 times the value of

that for detector V04199A. This shows that the A/E analysis is not as effective due to

the poor classifier modelling. This could be due to an excess of 𝑝+ contact events where

the current in the A/E is measured at a higher value due to charge carrier effects.
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Table 3.2: Survival fractions of regions of interest for detectors V05612A, V05612B, and
V05267A from the A/E analysis, compared to detector V04199A which was
initially analysed at the start of the A/E section.

Detectors
Regions of interest V05612A V05612B V05267A V04199A
Tl DEP (1592.5 ± 10 keV) (93.6 ± 3.9)% (84.2 ± 5.9)% (89.9 ± 3.7)% (90.9 ± 0.9)%
Bi FEP (1620.5 ± 10 keV) (17.3 ± 0.8)% (11.6 ± 1.0)% (15.2 ± 1.1)% (8.0 ± 0.2)%
Tl SEP (2103.53 ± 10 keV) (13.8 ± 0.6)% (9.2 ± 1.0)% (14.2 ± 0.6)% (5.6 ± 0.1)%
Tl FEP (2614 ± 10 keV) (17.4 ± 0.2)% (12.9 ± 0.2)% (16.1 ± 0.2)% (6.5 ± 0.1)%

All the above data suggests that additional calibration would be needed, or that the

A/E analysis needs to be improved or optimised to effectively eliminate background-like

events for the detectors used in LEGEND.
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4. DRIFT TIME ANALYSIS

In January 2022 the acknowledgement of a A/E - drift time dependence was presented

by George Marshall [26]. This combined with the above data in the A/E section that

suggests an increase in the amount of 𝑝+ contact events resulting in a higher A/E value,

suggests that a drift time analysis should be performed on the detectors. The drift time

analysis performed will be centred around the DEP (Figures B1.7, B2.7. and B3.7) as to

make an effort to improve the low A/E cut that is determined by the survival fraction of

the A/E events as seen in Figure 3.6.

(a) V04199A

(b) V05267A
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(c) V05612A

(d) V05612B

Figure 4.1: 2D Histogram of A/E against drift time with a colour bar representing the
density of events per bin. The above plot is centered at the Tl DEP around
(1592 ± 3) keV.
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Where it can be seen in Figure 4.1a that there is a dense and narrowly spread A/E

region for all drift times in the selected energy region around the Tl DEP of (1592±3) keV,

with a small number of events lagging in A/E value. The batch-5 detectors all appear

to have low drift time tails following the dense region events, with detector V05612B

(Figure 4.1d) containing two denser tails following both regions of high A/E density.

This behaviour matches the classifier plots in Figure 3.8, whereby the batch-5 detectors

contained a high number of inflated A/E events in comparison to detector V04199A.

As these inflated A/E events are a product of the 𝑝+ contact events due to charge

carrier effects of the electrons drifting away increasing the measured current, one could

analyse the waveform of the calibration events to see if there are any key differences

in shape that could be corrected or allow us to distinguish between the inflated and

non-inflated A/E events.

This will begin by analysing the corresponding regions shown in Figure 4.2 for the

batch-5 detectors.

(a) Detector V05612A: red region: 100ns<𝑑𝑡<800ns and 0.659<A/E<0.667,
orange region: 100ns<𝑑𝑡<800ns and 0.67<A/E<0.68, and cyan region:
1150ns<𝑑𝑡<1400ns and 0.656<A/E<0.667
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(b) Detector V05612B: red region: 300ns<𝑑𝑡<500ns and 0.883<A/E<0.893,
orange region: 300ns<𝑑𝑡<500ns and 0.9<A/E<0.96, cyan region:
1000ns<𝑑𝑡<1300ns and 0.9<A/E<0.96, and magenta region:
1000ns<𝑑𝑡<1300ns and 0.88<A/E<0.893

(c) Detector V05267A: red region: 100ns<𝑑𝑡<800ns and 0.649<A/E<0.657,
orange region: 100ns<𝑑𝑡<800ns and 0.66<A/E<0.8, and cyan region:
1150ns<𝑑𝑡<1500ns and 0.646<A/E<0.655

Figure 4.2: 2D Histogram of A/E against drift time (𝑑𝑡) with a colour bar representing
the density of events per bin. This plot includes analyses points for regions
of high event density with a small spread of A/E values, and for tail regions
with inflated A/E values.
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Where the selected analyses regions were constrained to only contain a majority of

either inflated A/E events along the tail, or high density event regions with a small spread

in A/E. Once the analyses regions have been selected, an average waveform can be plotted

for each region. In addition to this, 10 randomly selected waveform events can be plotted

onto each graph for one analysis box to inspect the variance of the waveform shape.

(a) V05612A

(b) V05612B
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(c) V05267A

Figure 4.3: Average shape of collated waveform in each respective analyses region. The
y-axis is a unitless number that corresponds to the shape of the waveform
over time.

Figures B1.8 to B1.10, B2.8 to B2.11, and B3.8 to B3.10 for each respective batch-5

detector shows that the orange and red analysis box waveforms feature a kink about

the waveform start time. Where the kinks in the orange regions that correspond to the

inflated A/E tail, are highly exaggerated. This kink behaviour that shows in the plotted

waveforms is a general behaviour, hence the orange region shown in Figure 4.3 having a

distinct waveform shape in comparison to the other comparison regions. However the kink

behaviour shown in detector V05612B is not as strong compared to the other two batch-5

detectors. This in addition with the fact that both the inflated A/E tail region and high

density regions have waveforms that almost imitate each other for both high and low drift

time could make it difficult in differentiating between the two. This behaviour is visible in

Figure 4.3b, where the high and low drift time waveforms have a slightly different shape,

which doesn’t allow us to analyse and differentiate between the tail (cyan and orange for

detector V05612B) and high density (red and magenta for detector V05612B) regions.

However, the reason for the visible kinks in detectors V05612A and V05267A could be

due to a specific property of the batch-5 detectors. The batch-5 detectors have a larger

𝑝+ electrode which could allow for unusual behaviour compared to the batch-4 detectors.

In addition work done by Seemab Haider from the UCL LEGEND group could explain

the kink feature observed:
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Figure 4.4: Electric field lines for detector V05267A throughout the detector. The
colour bar indicates the strength of the electric field within the detector.
The above plot was formed by Seemab Haider from the UCL LEGEND
group.

Where it can be seen that the motion of the holes near the borehole of the detector

do not converge with the other charge carrier points about the centre of the 𝑝+ electrode.

This could lead to different waveform shape which could be what is being observed in

Figures B1.8, B2.8, and B3.8. However, a simulation of these borehole events in the

Germanium detectors used in LEGEND would be needed to confirm this. In addition

to this the behaviour could be due to the 𝑝+ contact events discussed before, where the

electrons close to the electrode would induce an additional current, leading to the kink

feature being observed.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated single-site events within detector V05267A with the motion of
charge carriers (electrons and holes) to their respective electrodes (𝑛− and
𝑝+). The above plot was formed by Seemab Haider from the UCL LEGEND
group.
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(a) Charge against time for simulated single-site events in V05267A.

(b) Current against time for simulated single-site events in V05267A.

Figure 4.6: Simulated single-site events in detector V05267A with charge and current
against time plots. The above plots were formed by Seemab Haider from
the UCL LEGEND group.

Additional simulations were provided by Seemab as shown in Figures ?? and 4.6

showing the motion of charge carriers, and the charge and current readings for the single-

site events respectively. Figure 4.6 shows inflated current values for events with low A/E

values. The events that correspond to these are waveforms 1, 6, and 10. Waveform 1

is close to the 𝑝+ electrode, therefore resulting in a 𝑝+ contact event where there is an

increase current value due to charge carrier effects. However, waveforms 6 and 10; which

are also close to the detector; converge towards the 𝑝+ electrode at a different point with

respect to the other events, which converge towards the middle. This could be the events

described above which are visible in the electric field lines in Figure 4.4. The increase in

current of these events will lead to a higher A/E value which could describe the inflated

A/E tail that is seen in the batch-5 detectors analysed (shown in Figures 4.1c, 4.1d, and

4.1b).
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As we now can observe that the inflated A/E tail regions in the orange box have a

shorter and sharper waveform shape, we can compare and analyse the waveforms using

the time-point parameters for the waveforms. Where a time-point (tN) parameter is the

total time from the start of a waveform to reach N percentage of the total energy. So

’t80’ would indicate the time to reach 80% of a waveforms energy from the start time.

(a) V05612A, bin width: 35 ns

(b) V05612B, bin width: 30 ns
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(c) V05267A, bin width: 35 ns

Figure 4.7: Distribution of waveforms for each analysis region for the batch-5 detectors.
The ’tmax’ parameter is equivalent to the time-point parameter t100 as
mentioned above, so tmax - t0 indicates the entire waveform from the
estimated start to finish time.
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Where it can be seen that for Figure 4.7b, the waveform distributions for each of

the corresponding high density and inflated A/E tail regions almost completely overlap

for both high and low drift times. This means that the following analysis methods

of investigating the time-point distributions will not be effective on detector V05612B.

Therefore for the remaining analysis, the focus will be on the ’single-tailed’ batch-5

detectors (V05612A and V05267A).

In order to analyse how similar the waveform shapes are at different time-points, the

overlap percentages between the high density time-point distributions (cyan and red) and

the inflated A/E tail regions (orange) will be calculated by using:

overlap =
𝑂 (orange, red) +𝑂 (orange, cyan)

𝐴
(8)

Where 𝑂 (𝜒, [) is the overlap between histogram distributions 𝜒 and [, and 𝐴 the

total area of all the time-point distributions plotted. The tail region waveforms that differ

the most at selected time-points, would therefore have a lower overlap percentage.

Figure 4.8: Parameter space of time-point distributions with a figure of merit that
indicates the overlap percentage between the time-point distributions |𝑌 − 𝑋 |
for detector V05612A.
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Figure 4.9: Parameter space of time-point distributions with a figure of merit that
indicates the overlap percentage between the time-point distributions |𝑌 − 𝑋 |
for detector V05267A.
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Where the best performing time-point distributions are |t99 − t1| and |t95 − t1|, and

|t99 − t1| to |t80 − t1| for detectors V05612A and V05267A respectively. The time-point

differences about the top of the detector have a majority overlap, which suggests most of

the waveforms have the same shape towards the end, however the time-point differences

from |t10 − t1| and beyond have an overlap that is an order smaller than that from the

end of the waveforms, suggesting that the differences arise from the kinks at the start of

the waveform as talked about above.

Figure 4.10: Distribution of waveforms in each analysis region for detector V05612A
with a bin width of 16 ns. The |t99 − t1| time-point range is used as
determined by the parameter space plot from Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of waveforms in each analysis region for detector V05267A
with a bin width of 16 ns. The |t99 − t1| time-point range is used as
determined by the parameter space plot from Figure 4.9.
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Where for the above plots the smallest possible bin width (16 ns) was chosen to keep

the histogram distributions continuous and have the most accurate value of overlap for

the distribution of data. The ’single-tail’ detectors analysed above show a characteristic

distribution for the |t99 − t1|, however more detectors of this fashion would have to

be analysed to confirm this. Once the overlap has been minimised by inspecting the

parameter space plots, a 2D histogram of the selected time-points against the A/E values

can be plotted. This should highlight differences in the orange analysis region that aren’t

shown in Figures 4.1c and 4.1b. It is expected in the new time-point - A/E plot that

the tail regions will have a more visible negative gradient or decrease in drift time due

to the selected time-points from the parameter space plot minimising the difference in

the time distributions, whereby the tail regions have a visibly lower median time (from

Figures 4.10 and 4.11). This would allow a re-calibration of the A/E value for the inflated

A/E tail events, reducing the A/E value and resulting in the drift time - A/E tail being

removed. The resultant drift time - A/E plot would have similar shape to Figure 4.1a.

In addition to the time-point overlaps chosen via Figures 4.8 and 4.9, the smaller

time-point difference |t50 − t1| (distributions shown in Figures B1.11 and B3.11) will be

analysed for detectors V05612A and V05267A as it should highlight the difference due to

the kinks at the start of the waveforms.
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Figure 4.12: 2D Histogram of A/E against time-point difference for detector V05612A
with a colour bar representing the density of events per bin. The above
plot is centered at the Tl DEP around (1592 ± 3) keV.

Figure 4.13: 2D Histogram of A/E against time-point difference for detector V05267A
with a colour bar representing the density of events per bin. The above
plot is centered at the Tl DEP around (1592 ± 3) keV.
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(a) |t99 − t1| (b) |tmax − t0|

Figure 4.14: Distribution of time bands against A/E. Time bands of 25 ns were selected
and the median A/E in the time band was calculated. Errorbars indicate
one standard deviation of the A/E values for each respective time band.
Data is fit to a 3rd order polynomial fit for detector V05612A.

(a) |t99 − t1| (b) |tmax − t0|

Figure 4.15: Distribution of time bands against A/E. Time bands of 25 ns were selected
and the median A/E in the time band was calculated. Errorbars indicate
one standard deviation of the A/E values for each respective time band.
Data is fit to a 3rd order polynomial fit for detector V05267A.
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Where it can be seen in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 that the time-point difference plots

exhibit a tail with a steeper gradient than that of the normal drift time plots for low A/E

values. Although the inflated A/E tail has a steeper gradient via a polynomial fit as can

be seen in Figures 4.14a and 4.15a, there is still a massively spread distribution of A/E

values. This A/E spread doesn’t allow for calibration as it would also shift A/E values

centered about the high density region to a lower A/E value. This analysis therefore tells

us that a simple shift calibration cannot be applied to the A/E via drift time analysis

due to the high standard deviation of the A/E values for low drift times.

Alternatives to this for LEGEND would be to program a neural network that re-

calibrates the inflated A/E tail values to account for the mentioned 𝑝+ contact and

borehole events. Another alternative would be to use a hard-cut A/E value. This will

remove a majority of the inflated A/E tail events while trying to retain the high density

events. However removing additional data is not an optimal outcome as neutrinoless

double-beta decay is an already rare event with a half-life 1028yr, therefore retaining the

most amount of data is paramount.
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5. CONCLUSION

The A/E analysis for the batch-4 detector V04199A retains (90.9 ± 0.9)% of the DEP

events containing a majority single-site nature that imitates neutrinoless double-beta

decay, while retaining (8.0 ± 0.2)%, (5.6 ± 0.1)%, and (6.5 ± 0.1)% of the Bi FEP, Tl SEP,

and Tl FEP events respectively which contain a majority multi-site nature that imitates

background events such as Compton scattering of gamma rays within the Germanium

detector. The A/E analysis doesn’t perform as well for the batch-5 detectors V05612A,

V05612B, and V05267A with the post A/E analysis containing 1.83 times the amount

of Bi FEP, Tl SEP, and Tl FEP events compared to detector V04199A. A resultant

drift time analysis shows characteristic inflated A/E tail regions in the detector that

are believed to be a result of 𝑝+ contact events and borehole events found in simulation

and modelling work by Seemab Haider. Analysis of the tail region waveforms supported

this with a characteristic increase in current at the start of the waveforms due to the

increased current due to charge carrier effects from 𝑝+ contact events, and for the low

drift time tails a result of both 𝑝+ contact events and borehole events. However, more

simulation work will be needed to determine the contribution of these borehole events.

Time-point distributions of the waveforms were then analysed to find at what times the

average waveforms from the low A/E spread regions differ to that from the inflated A/E

tail regions, in order to re-calibrate the inflated A/E values along the tail due to charge

carrier effects. It was found from the time-point analysis that the ’single-tail’ detectors

(V05612A and V052687A) possess a high A/E standard deviation that doesn’t allow for a

simple re-calibration of shifting the A/E values.

This means that alternative methods will be needed to deal with the degenerate

A/E values. One way of approaching this would be to program a neural network that

re-calibrates the inflated A/E tail values to account for the mentioned 𝑝+ contact and

borehole events. An additional alternative is to apply a hard-cut A/E value, however this

is not optimal as this removes additional data in an experiment that seeks to observe an

already rare neutrinoless double-beta decay with a half-life 1028yr.
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A. CODE

• Add backbone to A/E code provided by George Marshall

• Add code used to perform A/E analyses and to analyse the drift times and waveforms

etc. with comments
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B. FURTHER PLOTS

B1. V05612A

Figure B1.1: Shows energy spectra of Th-228 calibration data for detector V05612A
with the analysis energy band used to form Figures 3.1a and 3.1b. In
addition showing regions of interest in order to determine the success for
the A/E analysis.
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Figure B1.2: A/E distributions for range of 20 keV energy bands from 940 - 2290 keV
for detector V05612A.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

(a) A/E distribution medians against energy. A linear fit is
applied to determine the A/E energy dependence with
values of 𝑎 = −4.0 × 10−6 and 𝑏 = 0.7 from Equation 5.

(b) A/E distribution standard deviation against energy. A
root mean square fit is applied to determine A/E standard
deviation energy dependence with values of 𝑐 = 3.0, 𝑑 =

10.0, and 𝑓 = 10.7 × 10−5 from Equation 6.

Figure B1.3: Raw A/E distribution mean and standard deviation against energy, with
with linear and root mean square fits respectively for detector V05612A.
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Figure B1.4: 2D Histogram of classifier A/E-Energy plot for detector V05612A.
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Figure B1.5: Survival fraction of DEP events about (1592 ± 10) keV against classifier
A/E value. The orange line is a fourth order polynomial fit to the survival
fraction data for detector V05612A.

Figure B1.6: Number of events throughout the energy spectrum pre- and post-A/E
cut, highlighting the FEP, SEP, and DEP regions of interest for detector
V05612A.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

Figure B1.7: Energy spectra of Th-228 calibration dtaa for detector V05612A with
analysis region centered about the Tl DEP (1592 ± 3) keV.

Figure B1.8: Selection of waveforms contained within the orange analysis region for
detector V05612A.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

Figure B1.9: Selection of waveforms contained within the red analysis region for detector
V05612A.

Figure B1.10: Selection of waveforms contained within the cyan analysis region for
detector V05612A.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

Figure B1.11: Distribution of waveforms in each analysis region for detector V05612A
with a bin width of 16 ns. Where the |t50 − t1| time-point range is used.
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B2. V05612B

Figure B2.1: Shows energy spectra of Th-228 calibration data for detector V05612B
with the analysis energy band used to form Figures 3.1a and 3.1b. In
addition showing regions of interest in order to determine the success for
the A/E analysis.
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Figure B2.2: A/E distributions for range of 20 keV energy bands from 940 - 2290 keV
for detector V05612B.
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(a) A/E distribution medians against energy. A linear fit is
applied to determine the A/E energy dependence with
values of 𝑎 = −3.3 × 10−6 and 𝑏 = 0.9 from Equation 5.

(b) A/E distribution standard deviation against energy. A
root mean square fit is applied to determine A/E standard
deviation energy dependence with values of 𝑐 = 74.5, 𝑑 =

828.8, and 𝑓 = 12.3 × 10−5 from Equation 6.

Figure B2.3: Raw A/E distribution mean and standard deviation against energy, with
with linear and root mean square fits respectively for detector V05612B.
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Figure B2.4: 2D Histogram of classifier A/E-Energy plot for detector V05612B.
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Figure B2.5: Survival fraction of DEP events about (1592 ± 10) keV against classifier
A/E value. The orange line is a fourth order polynomial fit to the survival
fraction data for detector V05612B.

Figure B2.6: Number of events throughout the energy spectrum pre- and post-A/E
cut, highlighting the FEP, SEP, and DEP regions of interest for detector
V05612B.
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Figure B2.7: Energy spectra of Th-228 calibration dtaa for detector V05612A with
analysis region centered about the Tl DEP (1592 ± 3) keV.

Figure B2.8: Selection of waveforms contained within the orange analysis region for
detector V05612B.
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Figure B2.9: Selection of waveforms contained within the red analysis region for detector
V05612B.

Figure B2.10: Selection of waveforms contained within the cyan analysis region for
detector V05612B.
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Figure B2.11: Selection of waveforms contained within the magenta analysis region for
detector V05612B.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

B3. V05267A

Figure B3.1: Shows energy spectra of Th-228 calibration data for detector V05267A
with the analysis energy band used to form Figures 3.1a and 3.1b. In
addition showing regions of interest in order to determine the success for
the A/E analysis.
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Figure B3.2: A/E distributions for range of 20 keV energy bands from 940 - 2290 keV
for detector V05267A.
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(a) A/E distribution medians against energy. A linear fit is
applied to determine the A/E energy dependence with
values of 𝑎 = −1.9 × 10−6 and 𝑏 = 0.7 from Equation 5.

(b) A/E distribution standard deviation against energy. A
root mean square fit is applied to determine A/E standard
deviation energy dependence with values of 𝑐 = 3.3, 𝑑 = 0.6,
and 𝑓 = 4.4 × 10−5 from Equation 6.

Figure B3.3: Raw A/E distribution mean and standard deviation against energy, with
with linear and root mean square fits respectively for detector V05267A.
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Figure B3.4: 2D Histogram of classifier A/E-Energy plot for detector V05267A.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

Figure B3.5: Survival fraction of DEP events about (1592 ± 10) keV against classifier
A/E value. The orange line is a fourth order polynomial fit to the survival
fraction data for detector V05267A.

Figure B3.6: Number of events throughout the energy spectrum pre- and post-A/E
cut, highlighting the FEP, SEP, and DEP regions of interest for detector
V05267A.
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Figure B3.7: Energy spectra of Th-228 calibration dtaa for detector V05267A with
analysis region centered about the Tl DEP (1592 ± 3) keV.

Figure B3.8: Selection of waveforms contained within the orange analysis region for
detector V05267A.
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Figure B3.9: Selection of waveforms contained within the red analysis region for detector
V05267A.

Figure B3.10: Selection of waveforms contained within the cyan analysis region for
detector V05267A.
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Data analysis and detector development for LEGEND Conclusion

Figure B3.11: Distribution of waveforms in each analysis region for detector V05267A
with a bin width of 16 ns. Where the |t50 − t1| time-point range is used.
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